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Economic Environment 

 
EIU: Global Outlook: latest economic and political forecasts for Asia 

The Cross-Strait topic has global repercussions: given the military ties between Taiwan and the US, 
any conflict between China and Taiwan would raise the risk of a direct conflict between the US and 
China. Nevertheless, we are still expecting China to tread cautiously here, particularly in relation to 
potential US involvement.  
 
Turning to the economic outlook, the Asia region experienced the shallowest recession in 2020 
compared to others. However the vaccine rollout is slow and we expect that many countries will still 
be dealing with Covid-related restrictions into 2022, which will weigh on the growth outlook.  
Click here to read more 
 
Global Trends - Beverages 

 
ROSÉ WINES WORLD TRACKING 2021 

Key findings  
 
In spite of a slight decline in 2019 (down 1%), worldwide rosé wine consumption is generally on the 
rise over the long term.  
 
In 2019, rosé consumption totalled 23.5 million hectolitres. This figure is 23% higher than global 
consumption in 2002.  
 
The world’s rosé production seems to have dropped in 2019, in a more pronounced way than its 
consumption (down 7%). That being said, global production has fluctuated between 23 and 26 
million hectolitres annually since 2003.  
 
In 2019, total rosé wine production did not cover the markets’ needs, after the positive growth in 
2018. Still, since 2012, pressure on upstream activities has intensified. While the gap between 
worldwide rosé production and consumption was even more pronounced in 2017, due to a lack of 
available French rosés, this scissors effect was due more in 2019 to a substantial decrease in 
production in multiple countries compared to consumption levels (primarily in Argentina, Australia, 
Germany, Italy, South Africa and the United States). Conversely, France’s balance “improved” in 
2019.  
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There were no noteworthy changes amongst the top 3 countries for each of the four tracked 
indicators (consumption, production, imports and exports) in 2019.  
 
Australia, which was previously a net exporter of rosé wine, is now a net importer.  
 
In terms of exports, the average price of rosé sold around the world continues to climb, up 29% since 
2015, for an average price of €1.57 per 750 ml bottle in 2019. France is the leader by far and has 
confirmed its status as a producer and exporter of premium rosés, with an average price of €3.75 
per 750 ml bottle in 2019.  
 
Rosé trade flows from Spain to France remained amongst the highest, despite the fact that their 
share out of global trade decreased. They accounted for 20% of global trade by volume but just 5% 
by value.  
Click here to read more  
 
 
Alcohol marketing: Why hard seltzers need to pay attention to advertising 

regulations 

This week, the UK’s advertising watchdog has pulled up four hard seltzers for making - or simply 
implying - health or nutritional claims on their products. So how should such brands navigate this 
territory?  
Click here to read more 
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Prosecco wars: Italy protests Croatia’s bid for special status for its prošek wine 

Italy is for a second time fighting to block Croatia’s attempts to get EU recognition for its dessert 
wine, describing the move as "an attack on Made in Italy".  
 
It’s one of Italy’s most famous – and most often imitated – wines. And now, Prosecco producers and 
Italian politicians have responded angrily to what they claim is the latest “attack” on the tradition 
from outside Italy.  
 
After neighbouring Croatia submitted its second application for special EU recognition for its 
centuries-old dessert wine, prošek, Italian members of the European Parliament have protested to 
the European Commission.  
Click here to read more 
 
How climate change is changing the nursery profession 

“Forty years ago, each village had its own nursery, where winegrowers would come and collect their 
vines without wondering too much about rootstocks or clones”, said Burgundy nurseryman François 
Guillaume at a virtual exhibition on adapting vineyards to climate change. Those days are long gone. 
“We have become proper technical advisors”. Winegrowers want to try new combinations so that 
they can cope with climate change, seek water deeper underground, delay budburst or drop a 
degree of alcohol.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
 
French minister backs Champagne over new Russia law 

Outrage in Champagne over a new Russian labelling law has been followed by strong words from 
France’s foreign trade minister, who promised to defend producers’ interests.  
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Click here to read more  
 
Putin anti-champagne law sparks controversy  
Click here to read more 
 
AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM IS GETTING WORSE 

PANDEMIC-RELATED SPIKES IN ALCOHOL SALES AND CONSUMPTION CONTINUE TO GROW.  
 
Americans started to drink a whole lot more during the coronavirus pandemic than they did prior to 
it, and those numbers still seem to be climbing.  
 
Alcohol sales and use tend to spike after stressful events in the United States, Axios reports. Similar 
trends occurred in the aftermath of 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina, for example. But what could have 
been a brief surge in heavy drinking as we all navigated the confusion and horror of the first months 
of the pandemic seems to have only grown, raising questions about what habits will persist 
whenever the COVID era is finally over.  
Click here to read more 
 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
Australian wine crush and yield, 2005 - 2021 

Source: MarketIQ/Vinex 
 

 
Aussie Crush 
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